Excitons, electron-hole pairs bound by the Coulomb potential, are fundamental quasiparticles of coherent light-matter interaction energizing processes from photosynthesis to optoelectronics 1−5 . Excitons are observed in semiconductors, and their existence is implicit in the quantum theory of metals, yet their appearance is tenuous due to the screening of the Coulomb interaction on few femtosecond timescale 6−8 .Here we present direct evidence for the dominant transient excitonic response at a Ag(111) surface, which precedes the full screening of the Coulomb interaction, in the course of a three-photon photoemission process with <15 femtosecond laser pulses. Electron-hole pair interaction through the excitonic response introduces coherent quasiparticle correlations beyond the single-particle description of the optics of metals, which dominate the multi-photon photoemission process.
quasiparticle of light-matter interaction1 10 .The creation of excitons in insulators, semiconductors, and molecules provokes many-body, coherent optical processes, which have been studied in contexts of photosynthesis, vision, optical communication 1−5 , etc. Yet in metals, the role of excitons remains uncharted, because screening building up on the timescale of plasma oscillation liberates bound states of the Coulomb potential 6−8 . The dynamical response of a metal surface to light terminates either in reflection, which is coherent, or absorption, which can be detected through the photoelectric effect 11 .
We reveal the transient optical response of the Ag(111) surface triggered by electron from the Shockley surface state (SS) absorbing a photon to form instantaneously the primary exciton. In response, the screening charge density fluctuations cause the bare Coulomb potential binding the exciton to wane, and simultaneously the image potential (IP) binding the electron to its screening image charge, to emerge as the asymptotic state of the quasiparticle interacting with its medium. This transient regime of the coherent excitonic polarization is revealed by a new mode of surface photoemission via m th -order multiphoton absorption.
Coherent optical response of metals has been studied by energy (E) and momentum (k) resolved multiphoton photoemission (mPP) spectroscopy. Interferometric time-resolved 2PP measurements12 determined surface and bulk electron and hole dephasing on femtosecond timescales 13−15 . 2PP studies on silver have probed the dephasing and lifetimes of intermediate IP states 16−18 . Attosecond studies have revealed band-dependent photoelectron emission delays 19 . In every case, light was thought to excite transitions between preexisting electronic bands.
Excitons in metals have been more illusive. The excitonic response has been discussed in the context of theoretical modeling of the dielectric functions of metals 20−22 . The transient excitonic response, however, has been proposed to have potentially observable consequences in ultrafast mPP spectroscopy 23,24 .
Here we reveal the excitonic response in mPP spectra of the Ag(111) surface upon excitation near the two-photon IP SS transition ( in 2PP studies employing two-colour incoherent excitation 18 . A dramatic change in mPP spectra arises when the laser spectrum overlaps with the two-photon IP SS transition at hω res = 1.93 ± 0.02eV . A new feature that dominates the 3PP spectra (Figs. 2b-g ), but
does not exist in the single-particle band structure (Fig. 1a) , appears at the final state energy E f = 5.82±0.03eV above the Fermi level (E F ). Because of its nondispersive character, more than 100 times higher intensity than the non-resonantly excited SS and IP bands (Figs. 2a, h), and photon energy independent photoemission energy, we attribute it to the transient exciton (TE).
Plotting E f for the SS, IP, and TE features against the excitation photon energy, , we find linear behavior with approximate slopes of three, one, and zero ( Fig. 3 ). This would be expected within Einstein's model of the photoelectric effect 11 , where the singleparticle energy level and define the photoelectron energy, if SS, IP, and TE were the initial, penultimate, and final states in a 3PP process. Because a discrete state at E f = 5.82eV that could explain TE does not exist (Fig. 1a) 25 , we will argue that TE manifests a correlated mode of non-Einsteinian photoemission. The surface exciton on Ag(111) is composed of the SS hole interacting with the upper sp-band (U sp ) electron Bloch states (Fig. 1a ) 24, 27 . Wavefunction of the exciton described by N, the quantum number for relative motion, and K the total center-of-mass momentum wavevector, may be written as a superposition (wavepacket) of the coupled hole k h and electron k e momentum states 27 ,
where Ψ K,N ke,k h is the amplitude of the constituent band states contributing to the exciton in the k-space, and K ≈ 0 is imparted by the photon 27 . The excitonic eigenenergies ( The salient features of an exciton expressed in Equation (1) directly explain two facets of the TE behavior: i) the nondispersive TE photoemission derives from it being a localized superposition state in the relative coordinate space constrained by K = k e + k e ≈ 0; and ii) its optical transition moment enhancement derives from the summation over the available interband transitions. The congruence of the k || ranges of TE and SS attests to TE being the superposition of all SS states within its 63 meV occupied bandwidth.
To illuminate the role of TE as a precursor to IP in a two-photon IP SS transition, we image the photoelectron E(k) distributions as a function of delay τ between identical, collinear, phase-correlated pump-probe pulses. Acquiring E(k) distributions in delay intervals of τ ∼ 100 attoseconds forhω laser = 2.05eV records a movie of the TE dynamics (Supplementary Movie S1). The interferogram for k || = 0Å −1 and E(k) distribution for τ = 0 fs ( Fig. 4a and b) are cross-sections through the three-dimensional (E, k, τ ) data.
Correlation traces (Fig. 4c-e Being retarded the IP state cannot participate in a coherent 3PP process, and therefore its disposition within the 2D spectra is distinct from those of TE and SS (Figs. 4f-h ).
Because the IP state appearance does not correlate with the occupied k || range of SS (Fig.   4h ), and it alignment is with the slope of 1 2 , we conclude that it is excited from the lower sp-band (L sp : Fig. 1a) by absorption of two photons athω laser from the external field. The weak dependence of the IP state with k || indicates that for ∆ = 0.12 eV the L sp channel dominates the 3PP via the IP state, even when the TE channel is available. The emergence of the IP state from the TE channel and its subsequent photoemission by a single photon process, however, can be discerned in the additional density in 2D spectra for | k || |< 0.07Å
which extends between TE and IP features along the line with a slope of 1 (Figs. 4f, g ).
The presence of two channels for IP state photoemission via interactions with thehω res and hω laser fields leads to the polarization beating in its correlation trace at τ ∼ = 20 f s (Fig. 4d) .
A frequency analysis of the interferogram in Fig. 4a shows that the IP state photoemission driven byhω laser dominates for < 20 f s to be overtaken by the more slowly dephasing TE channel athω res . As ∆ → 0, model simulations of two-pulse correlations ( Supplementary   Fig. S2 ) together with 3PP measurements (Fig. 2 ) support the scenario for the dominant IP state creation from the excitonic manifold.
The 2D spectra explain the final characteristic of the excitonic photoemission, namely thehω laser independent TE photoemission energy. Upon femtosecond pulse illumination, an electron is excited by two-photon interaction from SS through a manifold of excitonic states converging in a quasicontinuum to the bottom of U sp (Fig. 1b) . Concurrently, the screening response involving off-the-energy-shell transients dominated by the virtual surface plasmon excitation and constrained by the Heisenberg energy-time uncertainty evolves the bare exciton into its saturated form, the n = 1 IP electron and the corresponding SS hole quasiparticle pair 28 . In the course of this quantum kinetic evolution the virtual excitations die off through destructive interference and only the energy conserving excitations persist.
Therefore, a local field can grow only athω res associated with the coherent coupling of the entire SS-band to form the asymptotic IP state. Because TE photoelectrons emerge by multiple quantum absorption from the excitonically enhanced local field athω res , the TE probing of strong e − h correlations even in a noble metal silver by coherent multiphoton photoemission spectroscopy, holds promise for extending to nonequilibrium quasiparticle dynamics in more strongly correlated materials.
Methods summary
Femtosecond laser excitation. The photoexcitation source for the mPP measurements is a noncollinear parameter amplifier (NOPA) system pumped by Clark MXR Impulse fiberlaser oscillator-amplifier system. The NOPA system is used >100 mW average power at 1.25
MHz repetition rate with <15 fs pulse duration. The p-polarized light incident at 45
• from the surface normal is focused onto ∼ 100µm diameter spot at the Ag(111) sample.
Interferometric pump-probe delay scanning. Identical pump-probe pulse replicas are generated in a self-made Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) 12, 13 . The pump-probe delay is scanned with a piezoelectrically actuated translation stage at a rate of 7.9 fs/s. Recording interference fringes at the center laser wavelength by passing the secondary output of the MZI through a monochromator, and recording the resulting interferogram with a photodiode calibrates the delay scanning. After data acquisition, the about 200 interferometric scans are combined in software using the calibration interference fringes. is defined by the photon energy. In a multiphoton process, the tuning of the photoelectron energy E f of a spectroscopic feature is determined by the number of photons times the photon energy required to excite an electron from it to above E v . Therefore, in the 3PP process, the initial state (SS) is expected to tune with a slope of three and the penultimate state (IP) with a slope of one, as observed. Accordingly, the slope of zero would attribute the TE feature to a sharply defined state at E f = 5.82±0.03eV , which does not exist in the band structure of Ag. The TE behavior therefore implies a previously unknown, non-Einsteinian photoemission process where resonantly enhanced local field associated with the excitonic polarization of the sample excites the TE photoemission. , and 1. This file includes: 4. Supplementary References R1-R12
1. Supplementary Movie S1: 3D photoelectron imaging of the TE dynamics A movie of the E(k) distributions of three-photon photoemission (3PP) from Ag(111) surface with 2.05 eV photon excitation taken at pump-probe delay intervals of ∼100 as. The peak distributions of the TE, IP and SS features determined with single pulse excitation are indicated by the green, blue and red shading. At finite delays the interference between the pump and probe pulse excited polarizations causes the distributions to acquire structure and shift in energy from their zero delay positions. Figure S1 .: 2D photoelectron spectra for selected photoelectron parallel momenta obtained withhω laser = 2.05 eV.(a-c) give the 2D spectra for k =0, 0.07 and 0.14Å −1 . The dashed lines indicate the polarization athω laser = 2.05 eV and its second and third harmonics.
Supplementary data: 2D photoelectron spectra for different photoelectron momenta
The Fourier transform (FT) of the 3D photoelectron imaging data with respect to the delay time τ obtains 2D photoelectron spectra for different photoelectron emission angles ( Figure S1 ). The ordinate is the energy of the coherent polarization components contributing to the 3PP process in eV, as deduced by FT of interferograms extracted from the Supplementary Movie S1 for k = 0 (Fig. 4a) , 0.07 and 0.14Å −1 . The abscissa is the photoelectron energy with respect to the bottom of the SS band, which is the reference energy for the TE excitation. The SS band minimum is 0.063 eV below E F , and therefore this energy scale is nearly the same as the photoelectron energy relative to E F referenced elsewhere in the publication.
The 2D spectra show individual components of the induced linear and nonlinear polarization as elliptical features. The major axis of these features represents the bandwidth of the excitation pulse that is used to drive the coherent response. The minor axes represent the frequency bandwidth implied by the freeinduction decay of each component of the coherent response, which is in general slower than the excitation pulse duration. The inclination of each ellipse is determined by the ratio of the order of the coherent polarization to the order of the coherent response leading to the 3PP process. For example, the TE and SS features driven by the linear polarization appear through a third-order coherent process, hence the slope of the major axis of their ellipses is 1 3 . The spectra in Fig. S1 show that although the coherent polarization has contributions at the second and third harmonics ofhω laser , the dominant response is at the resonant frequency (E IP −E SS )/2 =hω res = 1.93 eV which is within the intraband, Drude absorption, continuum of silver. Here ω laser is the carrier wave frequency of the laser pulses and E SS and E IP are the electron energies at the bottoms of SS-band and relaxed first IP-band, respectively. Weaker responses at the harmonics ofhω res can also be seen to dominate the harmonics ofhω laser . Contrary to the expectation of an instantaneous dephasing within the continuum, the TE coherent polarization persists on >50 fs time scale according to the interferogram in Fig. 4e . The simultaneous measurement of the much faster dephasing dynamics for the IP-state is one indication that the coherent response reflects the properties of Ag(111) surface. The 2D spectra are presented on the same intensity scale in order to facilitate the comparison of the various orders and components of the coherent polarization for different photoemission momenta.
Supplementary simulation: Excitonic features in interferometric 3PP from Ag(111) surface state band
The most striking results of the measurements described in the main text are Figs. 2c-e and 4e. Figures 2c-e show the 3PP spectra dominated by a nondispersive feature which exhibits the photon energy independent photoelectron energy at 5.82 ± 0.03 eV and spans the occupied k range of the SS-band on Ag(111) surface. Following the energy level diagram in Fig. 1b , these characteristics were attributed to a transient exciton (TE) state created by electron excitation from SS-state via the excitonic manifold, through a two-photon resonance involving the relaxed IP-state. Figure 4e shows the two-pulse correlation measurement of 3PP from the SS-band excited withhω laser = 2.05 eV, which is recorded at the TE photoemission energy and designated TE. Prominent features of the TE two-pulse corelation measurement are its extension over a longer delay interval than for the IP-state displayed in Fig. 4d , and oscillation athω res = 1.93 eV. In accordance with the assignments of the spectra of Figs. 2c-e, this feature was interpreted as yet another manifestation of the manifold of excitonic states which is instantly available to two-photon induced polarization and evolves in the course of screening of the excited electron-hole (e-h) pair. Here we shall demonstrate that, in addition to the calculations of primary excitonic levels yielding the TE energetics shown in Fig. 1b , also model simulations of two-pulse correlations of the 3PP process support the occurrence of transient excitonic states, which in the interplay with the emergent IP-states give rise to the coherent polarization fringes that extend significantly beyond the cross-correlation of the applied pulses.
The demonstration starts from the perturbative picture of 3PP in which the absorption of the first photon excites electron from an SS-band state |φ SS to a virtual state in the surface projected s,p-band gap, where it is instantly subject to the bare (unscreened) Coulomb potential of the SS-hole. The latter interaction supports a manifold of primary excitonic bound states 24 labeled by the quantum number N . The manifold consists of the low lying discrete states |φ N for N = 1, 2, 3, . . . etc. and the high excited Rydberg-like or distorted Kepler-like states |φ Kep for N → ∞, which make a quasicontinuum below the upper edge of the band gap (see Fig. 1b of the main text) . Subsequent onset of dynamical screening of the excited e-h pair has a twofold effect on the potentials governing the dynamics and energetics of the pair. First, the initially dominating monopole component of the primary excitonic potential is efficiently screened by the potential of developing hole image charge and thereby strongly reduced to a much weaker dipolar interaction. Second, the simultaneous build up of the electron image charge gives rise to the surface image potential acting on the excited electron. Both processes proceed at the same pace on the time scale set by the saturation of surface screening charge, i.e. are governed by the transient factor discussed and illustrated in Sec. 5 and Fig. 5 of Ref. 24, respectively. The resulting effective time-dependent potentials V exc (t) and V IP (t) governing the excited electron motion relative to the SS-hole and the surface, respectively, support the bound states which evolve in the course of screening from the primary excitonic states deriving from the initial unscreened excitonic potential V exc (t = 0) into the relaxed IP-states deriving from the electron image potential V IP (t = t sat ) where t sat ∼ 15 fs is the screening saturation time (cf. Fig. 5 of Ref. 24). The associated bound state energy spectrum transforms from the primary excitonic spectrum spanning a large part of the s,p-band gap into a much narrower spectrum extending from the lowest IP-level to the vacuum level E V . Electron propagation from the initial set of bound states over into the set of relaxing IP-states is a highly nonadiabatic process described by a complicated wavefunction ψ(t) whose time dependence is driven by V (t) = V exc (t) + V IP (t) and whose solution requires the diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian H(t) = H 0 + V (t) at each instant of time R1,R2 (for example of V (t) see Fig. 6 in Ref. 24). Instead of attempting this formidable procedure we shall represent ψ(t) as a linear combination of the wavefunctions φ exc (t) and φ IP (t) diagonalizing H exc (t) = H 0 + V exc (t) and H IP (t) = H 0 + V IP (t), respectively, and in the following consider the time evolution of ψ(t) as a sequence of transitions between these two sets of diabatic states.
Building on the afore introduced scenario we assert that in the photon energy interval in the experiments described in the main text the first step of perturbative photoemission from SS-band is induced by one photon absorption from either pulse and proceeds offresonantly via the instantly available lowest primary excitonic state 24 |φ N =1 (or few lowest states since the other instantly available non-exciton states lie in the band above the surface projected s,p-band gap and hence are much more detuned from the pulse photon frequency, see Fig. 1b) . The effective radius of the lowest primary exciton state on Ag(111) is small (∼ 1.9Å for e-h reduced mass µ = 2.84) which results in its weak overall dipolar coupling to the surface electronic response and thereby in a low probability of exciton dissociation via off-the-energy shell transitions into higher energy states. Therefore the duration of this primary exciton state is dominantly determined by the saturation of screening of the bare electron-SS hole potential. In the next stage the absorption of the second photon from either pulse brings the electron into an intermediate state in the Kepler quasicontinuum with a much larger effective excitonic radius. In this state with more spatially separated exciton constituents their monopole couplings to the surface screening charge are more efficient in driving the exciton dissociation via energy conserving electron transitions from the Kepler-like into IP-states. This gives rise to very complex time dependence of the intermediate state polarization encompassing the excited electron and SS-hole. Finally, in the third stage of perturbative photoemission the evolution of intermediate state polarization is probed by the absorption of the third photon which lifts the two-photon excited electron into a final photoelectron state |φ f of energy E f above the vacuum level. This makes possible to monitor the processes of transformation of initially coherent transient excitonic states 24 into the uncorrelated IP-electron and SS-hole band states R3 . Here it should also be noted that due to interactions of quasiparticles with the environment (heatbath) the individual SS-hole and IP-electron states are subject to decay and dephasing on the ultrashort time scale as described in Refs. 28 and R4-R6. Here the absorption edge singularities R7 , being a manifestation of the long time response to localized perturbations, are not expected to affect the excitonic spectrum on the discussed ultrashort time scale and for the present low effective masses of excited quasiparticles R8 . To put the above described scenario of perturbative 3PP on the grounds of a tractable model for discussion of the experimental data we assume one-electron transitions induced by two identical delayed ultrashort pulses over a restricted set {|φ 1 (t) , |φ Kep (t) , |φ IP (t) } of intermediate excitonic and image potential states. Their temporal variations, that means the evolution of the first (lowest) excitonic state |φ 1 (t) and the Kepler-like states |φ Kep (t) , as well as the formation of IP-states |φ IP (t) are governed by the effective oneelectron potentials V exc (t) and V IP (t) whose attenuation and formation, respectively, is modulated by the transient screening factor appropriate to Ag(111) surface (cf. Sec. 5 and Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref. 24). In accord with this scenario we consider stepwise 3PP from the SS-band to proceed via a sequence of one-electron transitions
where |ψ int (t ) denotes the intermediate state in which the two-photon excited electron undergoes diabatic electronic transitions between the waning Kepler-like and emergent IP-states. The required |ψ int (t ) is expressed as a linear combination of {|φ Kep (t ) , |φ IP (t ) } with appropriatelly determined time dependent coefficients and phases R9 driven by the attenuating V exc (t) and rising V IP (t). The SS-hole is assumed to retain its identity throughout the multiple excitation process (1) except for its dephasing and decay elaborated in Ref. 28 .
A full solution to the thus defined problem still poses a formidable task and further simplification of the model is necessary. Here we shall represent |ψ int (t ) in the asymptotic form of a two-component LandauZener type of wave function R9 composed of the unscreened excitonic |φ Kep (t → 0) = |φ Kep and relaxed |φ IP (t → ∞) = |φ IP diabatic states with the time dependent coefficients and phases induced by the effective excitonic and electron-image potentials. This rather restrictive approximation to otherwise very complex dynamics of intermediate electronic states facilitates the description of perturbative photoemission and yields the most salient features of the two-pulse correlation measurements for discussion of the experimental data. Taking into account that final state electrons are recorded in a detector which integrates the final state occupation over an interval that exceeds the time scale(s) of excitation and ultrafast screening processes, we define the 3PP two-pulse correlation in analogy to the 2PP case
where Ψ(t f , τ ) is the system wavefunction at time t f calculated perturbatively in the length gauge to third order in powers of the interaction of the system with total laser electric field E(t, τ ) = E 1 (t) + E 2 (t − τ ), and n f is the electron occupation number operator for the state |φ f . Polarization involving transient excitonic intermediate states gives rise to specific features in the interferometric yield defined by Eq. (2) that distinguish it from the two-pulse third-order interferometric autocorrelation (IAC) function
which is used as a standard reference in the discussions of interferometric correlations. Hence, in the following we shall compare the simulations of 3PP correlation yield with the IAC function of the corresponding pulses.
Here we note that for identical pulses E 1 (t) = E 2 (t) used in the described experiments one obtains G 3 (−τ ) = G 3 (τ ) which also holds for Yield 3PP (E f , τ ). This property will be exploited below in the presentation of the results of simulation.
As an illustration of the features predicted by the simple TE model we use Eq. (2) to simulate normal interferometric 3PP yield from the SS-band on Ag(111) for the specific case of laser excitation energȳ hω laser =hω res = (E IP − E SS )/2 = 1.93 eV at which the one photon-induced transitions |φ SS → |φ 1 are offresonant, whereas the two photon-induced transitions into the intermediate state |ψ int (t ) are resonant with the bottom of the fully developed IP-band. These conditions give rise to the spectrum depicted in Fig.  2d , but also to the two-photon correlation in Fig. 4e when the effects of the local field are dominant, and which are important for revealing the TE features in 3PP spectra from Ag(111) SS-band. Due to the fact that the unscreened Kepler-like states make a quasicontinuum below the upper edge of the surface projected bulk s,p-band gap, there always exists a Kepler-like level almost degenerate with the relaxed (screened) IP-level so that electron transitions into |ψ int (t ) with Kep ≈ E IP are least affected by the time-energy uncertainity during the evolution interval. This maximum resonant regime minimizes the transients and strongly enhances the amplitudes of two-photon induced polarization probed by the third photon in yet another resonant process. The matrix elements (oscillator strengths) of the transitions from symbolic relation (1) factorize out of the triple intermediate time integrals constituting Ψ(t f , τ ), likewise in the case of 2PP amplitudes R11,R12 . Assuming them constant in the considered narrow energy intervals R12 they appear as overall scaling factors on the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) . The results of model simulations for normal 3PP yield induced by two pulses of resonant energyhω res and full width at half maximum FWHM=15 fs are presented in the upper panel of Fig. S2 together with the IAC function of the applied electric fields defined in Eq. (3).
The thus calculated 3PP yield follows the trends observed experimentally in two-pulse correlation measurements of 3PP from the SS-bands on Ag(111), see Fig. 4e of the main text. First, the dominant fringe structure apears at multiples of 1 ×hω laser (which is here the resonant frequency), although the multiples of 2 ×hω laser , and to a much lesser extent of 3 ×hω laser , are discernible (cf. Fig. S1 ). This is indicative of stepwise excitation illustrated symbolically by relation (1) . Second, the prounounced fringe structure lasts long beyond the direct overlap of the two pulses, i.e. much longer than the interference in their autocorrelation. This indicates relatively long lifetime of TE and IP intermediate states in the sequence shown in expression (1) , and the evolution (dephasing) of the former into the latter. It is also gratifying that the maximum amplitude ratio or saturation scaling
which indicates and controls the consistency of simulations of multi-photon photoemission yields R11 , is here fulfilled with high accuracy. To get further insight into the role of interplay of TE and emergent IP-states in building the photo-induced intermediate state polarization on the time scale of screening of the bare excitonic potential we simulate a restricted form of expression (2) by allowing only the evolving TE states to partake in the intermediate state |ψ int (t ) , but not the developing IP-states which are not instantly available. The result is shown in the lower panel of Fig. S2 . Comparison of simulations of the 3PP two pulse correlations shown in the two panels indicates that the polarization proceeding via TE states gives a dominant contribution to the 3PP yield for the delays shorter than the FWHM of applied pulses. The major difference between the spectra appears outside the temporal overlap of the two pulses, τ ≥ 15 fs, which also coincides with asymptotic saturation of the image potential on Ag(111) surface and formation of IP-states. It is seen that if the IP-states are not available in two-photon induced transitions, the 3PP signal is restricted to the pulse overlap during exciton lifetime and, moreover, is dominated by the 3 ×hω res oscillations after the pulse overlap has died out. These higher order fringes are reminiscent of the ones observed in two-pulse correlations in 2PP from SS-band on Cu(111) surface under nonresonant conditions when the IP-state does not participate in energy conserving excitations 13 . By contrast, if the IP-states are not excluded from the intermediate resonant state the oscillations at 1 ×hω res are still dominant on the time scale of SS-hole and IP-electron dephasing (upper panel). In other words, the presence of both the waning TE and emergent IP-states is needed in |ψ int (t ) in order to simulate two-pulse correlations with the features closer to the observed ones. This reinforces the importance of the interplay of TE and IP-states in multi-photon photoemission from Ag(111) surface state band and provides a framework for explanation of the high intensity nondispersive feature in 3PP spectra discussed in the main text.
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